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This invention relates to shaving brushes. ferrule 2 from the plain end may be coated
A principal object is to provide a construction with suitable cementitiol1s material such, for 55
in which the knot is securely lOcked in the instance: as .rubber cement, and after the knot .
:ferrule and in which the ferrule is so fixed is in place in the ferrule, additional rubber
5 in the socket of the handle as to prevent either cement may be added if desired. . Either then
endwise or turning movement of the ferrule or before thelmot is inserfod, either by hand
relative to the handle; to provide a construe· or by suitable machinery, the inner end of the 60
ti on of the character last referred to, in which ferrule, that is the end opposite to the bead 4,
the ferrule is so designed that after the lmot may be suitably slitted and the :walls adjacent
10 is in place
the ferrule, a.n effective inter- the slits bentimvardly to form the tongues 5,
locking bond will take place between the knot, there being three of these tongues illustrated
ferrule and cement in the hollow handle; to in the drawings.. It is obvious, of course, that 65
provide a construction of the above character there may be any number, as desired.
·
in which portions of said cement are interThe hollow handle 1 may now be filled to
IIS locked with the crimped or split portions or the extent desired with suitable cementitious
fins formed on the inner edge of the ferrule; material, as for example Portland cement, or
to provide a construction which permits of the like, it being necessary to utilize a cement 70
the use of a one-piece handle which can be whi_ch produces a very rigid structure upon
formed in any desired configuration and made settmg. The handle may.· then be. stood on
20 to resemble, if desired, either a one-pieceor its closed end and the ferrule and knot assema multi-piece handle; to provide a construe- bled as heretofore described may be then intion which is economical to manufacture and serted into the open end of the handle ... The 75
in which the parts are not loosened relative position of the brush is then reversed and the
to each other, and in general to provide a con- cement while still.in wet oi· plastic state flows
21S struction of the character last referred to.
clown into the ferrule and around the curved
· The utility of the invention as well as other split tongues 5, as the cement sets it forms a
objects and advantages will be more apparent bond with the· inner encl of the ferrule and so.
from the following description, reference be- particularly ·'With the· curved split fingers 5
ing made to the accompanying drawings, in heretofore described. Preferably the outer
30 which
p~riphery of the ferrule may be provided
Fig. 1 is an elevational view of the handle, with smallJugs so shapeclas to form wedge-.
ferrule and knot, with a fragmentary portion like elements, facilitating frictional engage~ 85
of the handle in broken away vertical section. ment with the inner periphery of the h11indle
Fig. 2 is a vedical sectional view showing· when the ferrule is inserted in the socket in
35 the various elements in assembled position. '· the handle, these also perform the function o:f
Fig. 3 is a cross sectionalview taken on line holding the ferrule and knot firmly in the
3-3 'of Fig. 2.
·
handle while the complete brush is turned up- 90
Fig. 4 is ~a perspective view of the ferrule. side-down allowing the cement to flow com-.
Fig. 5 is a bottom face view of said ferrule. pletely in and around the prongs 9f the fei:40
Re:ferring more particularly to the draw- rule and harden while in this position with1 designates a handle which, as a :fea- out any of it 1eakingthrough the bead<or
tnre of the invention:, may be preferably made tilting the knot and ferrule· from a straight 05
o:f one piece, the closed end being integral line with the handle.
.
with the body of the handle andthe other end · From the foregoing itwill be apparent tha.t
45 open to receive the :ferrule, designated as a Iobtain a very effective locking engagement
whole 2. The particular configuration of the behveen the ferrule and handle, preventing
handle shown in the drawing is merely illus- either end wise orturningmovementof either 100
trative and the style may be modjfied as de- relatiye to the other and 'forming- at the same
sired. The ferru.le 2 n1av be of metal and time a rigid cemented lockillg engagement in.
50 niay be provided at one end with a head 3. a very economical and effective manner.
The knot 4 is formed of suitable bristles as is
By making slots of appreciable width
well known to those skilled in the art. The whereby the cementitiousmaterial will have 105
inner encl of this knot which is inserted in the an opportunity to flow between the inner wall
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of the handle and the walls of the tongues
in such a manner as to :form an effective locking engagement.
I elaim a13 my. inYention:
·'
1. A shaving brush comprising a hollow
one p!eee handle, a :ferrule having secured
thereii1 a knot of bristles, cutved . tongues
formed on said :ferr'ule, and P" cementitious
filler in the hollow handle forming an inter1o locking bond with said tongues.
2. A shaving brush comprising a hollow

I
I

hanclle having a cementitious filler therein, .a
tubular shaped ferrule mounted in the end of
the handle and having a knot of bristles re
ceived in the outer end thereof, a transverse
partition in· said tubular :ferrule ·defining n
depending hollO'\v lower end thereof spaced
from the interior periphery of the handle and
affording an interlocking bond with said ce~
mentitious material.
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